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ON REGULARITY OF INDUCTIVE LIMITS 

CARLOS BOSCH, San Angel and JAN KUCERA, Pullman 

(Received March 19, 1993) 

Throughout the paper E\ C E2 C ... is a sequence of Hausdorff locally convex 
spaces with continuous identity maps: En —•> -Bn+i, n E N, and E = mdEn their 
inductive limit. 

We use the following notation: The convex, resp. linear, hull of a set 5 C E 
is denoted by coS, resp. Es\ the symbol c l#S stands for the closure of S in the 
space E. For any n € N, we write rn = top En, r = topE, an = a(En,E'n) is the 
weak topology on En, and r (5) is the topology on S generated by r . 

In [2] Makarov introduced the following terminology: An inductive limit ind En is 
called 

a-regular if any set bounded in ind En is contained in some En 

/3-regular if any set, which is bounded in ind En and contained in En is bounded 
in some Em, 

regular if it is both a- and /3-regular. 
We need two more notions, ind En is called: 
uniformly /3-regular if for any n E M, there exists m EN such that any set bounded 

in indEn and contained in En is bounded in Em, 
uniformly regular if it simultaneously a-regular and uniformly /?-regular. 
The Dieudonne-Schwartz Theorem, [1; §4, Prop. 4] or [3; Ch. 2, §12, Th. 2] states 

that E = indi£n is regular provided that: 
(H-l) each space En is closed in E, 
(H-2) each rn = T(EU). 

Theorem 1. (a) H-l = > E is a-regular, 

(b) H-2 => E is uniformly (3-regular. 

P r o o f . Put Fn = (c\EEn,T), n e N. Then the indF n is strict and equal to 
ind En. Hence, by Dieudonne-Schwartz Theorem, each set bounded in E is contained 
in some cl# En = En. 
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The second claim is evident. 
We use four more hypotheses: 
(H-3) for every n € N, there exists m € N such that cl^ En C Em, 

(H-4) there exists a sequence {Gn}, where each Gn is a O-heighborhood in En, 

such that for every n € N, there exists m G N for which C\E co|J{Gfc; k ^ n} C Fm, 
(H-5) for every n € N, there exists m ^ n such that T(EU) D aTn(En), 

(H-6) for every set B C En, bounded in E, there exists ra ^ n such that T(EB) D 

CTm(EB)- D 

Theorem 2. H-l => H-3 = > H-4 => E is a-regular. If all spaces En are 

normable, the last implication can be reversed. 

P r o o f . The first two implications are evident. To prove the third one, assume 
H-4 and E not a-regular. Then there exists an absolutely convex set B C E which 
is bounded in E and not contained in any space En. By taking a subsequence of 
{En}, we may assume that in the hypothesis H-4 we can put m = n + 1. 

Take a sequence {bn} C B such that bn £ En, n G N. Since bi / 0, there exists 
an absolutely convex, closed in E, 0-neighborhood Ui C E such that b\ £ U\. Put 
V\ = Ui D G\ and VVi = clE Vi- Then IV! C Ui and bY $WX. Further, by H-4, we 
have W\ C c\EG\ C E2 which implies \b2 £ W\. Hence there exists an absolutely 
convex, closed in E, 0-neighborhood U2 C E such that bi, \b2 £ W\ + U2 -h U2. 
Put V2 = U2 fl G2 and W2 = c\E co(Vi U V2). Then co(Vi U V2) C JVi + U2, W2 C 
c\E(Wx+U2) C IV1+U2 + U2, andb!, \b2 £ W2. Since co(ViUV2) C co(GiUC72), H-4 
implies VV2 C cl# co(G\ UG2) C E3 and |b3 £ W2. Hence there exists an absolutely 
convex, closed in E, 0-neighborhood U3 C E such that bi, ^b2, | b 3 ^ VV2 + U3 + U3, 
etc. 

When all 0-neighborhoods Vn C En, n G N, are constructed, the set V = co (j{Vn; 
n G N} is a 0-neighborhood in E for which ^bk ^ V, k G rU Thus V does not absorb 
B, a contradiction. 

Assume all spaces En are normable and E is a-regular. For each n G N, let Gn be 
an open ball in En. Since all maps id : En -> En+i are continuous, we may choose 
each Gn so that G\ C G2 C — In this case colJ{Gfc; k ^ n} = Gn. Now, Gn is 
bounded in En, hence also bounded, together with its cl£t7n , in the space E. By 
a-regularity of E, there exist m G N for which cl#Gn C Fm, i.e. H-4 holds. D 

Theorem 3. H-2 ==>• H-5 & E is uniformly (3-regular. 

P r o o f . The first implication is evident. 
Assume H-5 and fix n G N. There exists ra G N such that every T-bounded set in 

En is weakly bounded in Em, hence also bounded in Fm. 
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Assume H-5 does not hold. Then there exists n G M such that, for any m ^ n, 

the topology r(En) is not stronger than am(En). This implies that, for each m^n, 

the set families ®m = {D C En; D is am-bounded} and @ = {D C En; L> is r-
bounded} are not equal. Since <2)n C ^ n + i C . . . C f?, we have Q) \ Q)m ^ 0, for any 
m ^ n, i.e. £ is not uniformly /3-regular. • 

Theorem 4. H-6 = > F1 is /3-regular. 

P r o o f . Let B C En be bounded in £ . Then H is also r(E s)-bounded. By 
H-6, there exists m G r\J, m ^ n, such that r ( E 5 ) D O"m(^B)- Thus £? is am(EB)-

bounded, hence O-m(F'm)-bounded and also rm-bounded. D 

Example. We construct a regular inductive limit of Hilbert spaces which does 
not satisfy H-6. So the implication is Theorem 4 cannot be reversed in case that all 
spaces En are normable. 

Let En = {x: [0,oo) -> R, \\x\\2
n = /0°° x2(t) exp(-2nt) dt < +co}, n e M. Then 

all spaces En are Hilbert and, by [4, Th. 4], their inductive limits is regular, hence 
also /3-regular. For each k,m G f̂ J, put £fc,m(£) = V>[o,fc](^)exP(m^)> where [̂0,/c] is 
the charakteristic function of [0, k]. It is easy to establish that: 

(a) xk,m G Ei, k,m G N, 

(b) lim ||a:ife>m - exp(m£) | | m + i = 0, m G N, 
k—• oo 

(c) lim ||a:jbjm||m = +oo , m G N. 
k—>OD 

Denote by B the unit ball in E\ and for any m £ N put Hm = {xk,m; k G f^}. 
Then, by (a), each Hm c E\ = EB- By (b), Hm is bounded in -Em+i, hence it is 
also bounded in ind.En. On the other hand, by (c), Hm is not bounded in Em. This 
implies that the topology T(EB) is not stronger than am(EB) for any m eN. 
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